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The  length of lire  Hag-rod  may  be  made equal to the
breadth of the edifice, or equal to ihe haif or the  third  part
of the terrace   (31).    Or  the  same   may  be   made  to  the
length of double  the  height of the  door, being planted at
the north, east or the north-west corner of the   divine edifice
(32).    The  flag  should be made of a piece of silk cloth,  of
a single or variegated colour, with chowries, bel!s,   and small
bells attached to it, and which, thus decorated, is said  to be
the  destroyer  of  all sius (33).   A flag  which  touches the
ground and measures a cubit 10 breadth   at  its   extremity  or
has a breadth equal to the quarter of its   length  at  its base,
is called a  Mahadhaja,  and  is  to  be  looked  upon as the
grantor of all  human   desires (34).    A pataka    (streamer)
should have  haif  the demension  of a Mahadhaja^ except
that the breadth at its  extremity should measure twenty
fingers only (35).    The Chakra, and  the  flag  with   its  rod,
should  have   all   the  above   ceremonies,  like  the  image
They should  be  bathed  in the sacrificial shed*    The priest
should duly  perform  unto them all the r»*~« set forth above
except, that of   opening up  of   the   eyes 36—37).   Then
the  learned priest should  mentally  locate  in the Chakra
tbe   sukta   mantras   beginning   as    sakasra   shir ska   etc*
together with the mantra known  as  the sudarshan mantra
and the  tattva (Or  the  primordial principle  known  as the
m&nstatfata  or tbe   principle  of'mind (38).    The  different
manifestations  of Vishnu,  such  as Kesava etc. should be
imagined as installed along the spokes oi the Chakra^ which,
O thou best of the gods ] should be male iubued with life with
the mantra oi tbe "manarup"*($gi).    The priest should locate
tbe twenty five  fundamental  principles of thfe universe, at
the nave and each of the orbits of tbe wheel  (Chakra}, and
at the petals . of the lotus Sower round which tbe same ia
described, and the god Nrisinha, and Bisvarupa at tbe centre
of the lotas (40). Locate ia the rod of tbe banner the suprenfe
being after contemplating thereia the living, indivisible, and

